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250% month on month growth

2.5 years through a service-minded, client-first approach

At a glance



The Firm

Lewis Bookkeeping, Orillia, Ontario, Canada.


Education is of
the utmost
importance to
me, and I want
everyone in the
community,

The Opportunity

They provide bookkeeping services to local small business owners and
entrepreneurs who hope to understand their finances better to thrive in
the new COVID-19 world. Amy developed her technology toolkit by
continuously evolving and investing in the tools she thought would best
fit her clients’ needs. 



For Amy, she realized that there was a massive gap in her local
community for bookkeeping and accounting services. With her strong
focus on education and community development, Amy stepped up to the
plate to deliver a unique set of value-added services she knew local
businesses needed to thrive. 


whether they
are my client or

The Solution

Amy found Dext almost two years ago, and since then, it has been a

not, to do well,

permanent part of her business’s digital toolkit. The feature-rich platform
allows Amy to create strong client relationships and develop consistent

and financial

data workflows even without the in-person onboarding. Utilizing Dext
Prepare’s native in-app messaging, Amy and her team can quickly

literacy is

highlight errors, seek clarification, or provide clients with feedback in a
simple-to-use form. Using in-app messaging allows her team to quickly

essential to

address potential issues and provide the expert input her clients need. 



that success.

Amy also relies on the mobile app to provide the convenience her clients
demand to keep their records up to date and accessible in real-time.
Through her time with Dext, Amy also realized the unique opportunities
that having a dedicated mobile app could also provide for her team. Amy
noted, “With the ability to publish on the mobile app, I can take 15
minutes in the car while I’m waiting to pop in and push things through.”
Amy notes that she utilizes the Dext suite of tools in so many different
ways, even managing her firm’s records securely in the cloud.


Amy Lewis has grown her bookkeeping practice by
over 250% in 2.5 years through a service-minded,
client-first approach. Utilizing Dext in her
technology toolkit, Amy has created streamlined
workflows and optimized onboarding, boosting
team productivity and allowing her to provide
enhanced insights to all her clients. 


www.lewisbookkeeping.ca/

Result



With the ability
to publish on the
mobile app, I
can take 15
minutes in the
car while I’m
waiting to pop in
and push things
through.

Amy has created an incredibly agile and effective set of workflows for
her clients to generate additional business. For Lewis Bookkeeping, the
only marketing they’ve needed has been word of mouth, with almost 90%
of new business coming from successful client referrals. 

Amy and her team have also been able to spend less time per client due
to the optimizations they’ve been able to deploy with Dext. With Dext by
their side, Amy and her team were able to save at least 1 hour off their
usual time per client per week. This time saved allows her team to
provide additional value-add services such as AP/AR management and
continue to onboard new clients into their rapidly growing portfolio. Since
starting her practice in late 2018 with just two clients, Amy has quickly
expanded to over 60+ clients and is now building out her workflows and
capacity to build more!

Impact
With the help of Dext, Amy has also reached the point where she hopes
to transition from more of a technical role into a managerial one. Her
company’s progression is all possible due to the time savings and
productivity boost she’s seen using the Dext platform. Dext has helped
Lewis Bookkeeping reach new heights and continues to be a critical tool
in their success. 

For Amy, when looking at what’s next, she hopes to continue to provide
an exceptional level of service and financial education to her local
community and fulfill the need for quality bookkeeping services for the
small business owners of Canada. “Education is of the utmost
importance to me, and I want everyone in the community, whether they
are my client or not, to do well, and financial literacy is essential to that
success.”

Book a call & learn how your firm
can succeed with Dext!  
www.dext.com


